
• Tell us your position and where 
you are from in the chat.

Welcome! We are so glad you could 

join us today. We will start soon.
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Audience Q&A Session

ⓘ Start presenting to display the audience questions on this slide.
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STEMonstrations
STEMonstrations – Exercise

STEMonstration –Nutrition

STEMonstrations-Sleep

Agenda

NASA ResourcesQuestion and 

Answer

Introductions

and Overview 

of NextGen STEM
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Education
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Seth Johnson, MAT
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Office of STEM Engagement







Why?
NGS makes meaningful connections 

to NASA’s missions, content and 

people to spark and sustain 

students’ interest in STEM.

What is Next Gen STEM?

Where?
Anywhere – in school, after school, 

at home, and through informal 

education institutions (e.g., libraries, 

museums, science centers).

How?
NGS has a portfolio of products, 

experiences, resources, challenges, 

competitions, and awards.

Who?
Next Gen STEM (NGS)

is for K-12 students 

and educators.



Live Connections

with NASA Experts

Next Gen STEM Portfolio

NASA CONNECTS

Community of Practice

Challenges &

Competitions

STEM Lesson Plans

& Educator Guides

Professional Development

& Digital Badging

Tutorial & Supplemental

Resource Videos

Curricula Support

Materials & Toolkits

Partnership

Support

Award

Opportunities



Live Connections with NASA Experts

In-flight Education Downlinks

Organizations can apply for an opportunity to connect 

students with astronauts aboard the space station for 

a live Q&A session about living and working in space. 

Virtual Student Engagements

Students can hear stories and career advice 

directly from NASA experts and ask them 

questions. Available in English and Español.

K-12 educators and students connect virtually with STEM role models at NASA.

More examples

at nasa.gov/stem



Challenges & Competitions
Experiential learning opportunities in which students solve meaningful, real-world problems.

Human Exploration

Rover Challenge

Encourages research and development of new 

technologies for future mission planning and 

crewed space missions to other worlds

NASA SPARX

Challenges & Competitions

Aims to broaden student participation in Agency 

STEM opportunities with a focus on underserved 

and underrepresented communities

More examples

at nasa.gov/stem



Next Gen STEM CONTECT AREAS



STEM Lesson Plans & Educator Guides
Evidence-based educator guides, lesson plans, and activities that are aligned with national STEM standards.

More examples

at nasa.gov/stem



Professional Development

& On-Demand Badging

EPDC (Educator Professional

Development Collaborative)

Educators can access high quality STEM 

engagement expertise and guidance, professional 

development opportunities, and resources.

Learning resources integrated with culturally relevant pedagogies for STEM educators and professionals.

On-Demand 

Digital Badging

Educators and students can select from a wide variety 

of STEM topics, earn a badge, and demonstrate

mastery of the topic.



Tutorial and Supplemental Resource Videos
Concise, content-rich videos that complement classroom activities and help enrich STEM lessons.

Tutorials &

Demonstrations

Classroom

Supplements

Attention

Grabbers

More examples

at nasa.gov/stem



Curricula Support Materials & Toolkits

#LaunchAmerica

STEM Toolkit

Participate virtually in NASA launches

and milestones. Host your own 

NASA launch party.

Curated content including educational and outreach products, images, visualizations, videos and resources.

Mars 2020

STEM Toolkit

STEM lessons and do-it-yourself projects

covering biology, geology, physics,

math, engineering and coding.

Webb Space Telescope

STEM Toolkit

Find resources, activities, videos and more

for your students to learn about NASA’s

newest space observatory.

More examples

at nasa.gov/stem



Partnership Support
NGS works with partners to achieve scalability and maximize impact.

Microsoft Hacking STEM

A collaborative collection of lesson

plans to celebrate the astronauts’ contributions

to improving life in space and on Earth

Space Grant Consortium

A national network of over 850 affiliates to one of 

52 consortia in all 50 states, the District of 

Columbia and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico

More examples

at nasa.gov/stem



Award Opportunities

Teams Engaging Affiliated Museums

and Informal Institutions (TEAM II)

The TEAM II Community Anchor Awards provided

funding to museums, science centers, planetariums, 

libraries, and youth-serving organizations.

Grants or cooperative agreements can be awarded to formal/informal education institutions and organizations.

NASA SPARX

Challenges and Competitions

Six institutions were awarded grants to support

the implementation and evaluation of NASA SPARX,

a pilot initiative from NASA’s Next Gen STEM.

More examples

at nasa.gov/stem



What is it like to be an astronaut 

and travel to space?



…it’s just like moving into a retirement center.



#10…A lot of your friends carry around 

oxygen tanks.



#9…Most of your meals come from a straw.



#8…Just learning to use the toilet takes 

special training.



#7…Some days, just getting your pants on 

can feel like a victory.



#6…Adult…Size…Diapers



#5…You’re on a fixed income.



#4…Your kids never come to visit.



#3…Someone is always complaining about 

the cold.



#2…Spongebaths!



And finally, the #1 reason why 

going to space is like being in a 

retirement home…



…You are just one slip or trip away from 

breaking a hip.



Late in life, we can lose about 1-

1.5 percent of our bone mass 

per year for the rest of our lives.

Some women can lose as much 

as 3 to 5 percent of their bone 

mass per year during the first 5-

7 years after menopause.



Astronauts, in the microgravity 

environment of space, can loose 

as much as 1 percent of their 

bone mass every month.



This loss of bone mass, known as 

osteoporosis, causes bones to become 

more porous and brittle.



Gravity is constantly 

putting strain on our 

bodies. Our bones 

are constantly 

rebuilding to  combat 

this strain.  Without 

gravity, our bodies 

adapt to not needing 

to rebuild, and 

calcium is 

reabsorbed into the 

body.



To combat this, astronauts must exercise 

strenuously for 2.5 hours daily.



What are STEMonstrations?

• Videos done by astronauts on the International 

Space Station

• Videos usually last between 2-5 minutes

• Activity that goes along with the video



STEMonstrations: Exercise



Hazards to Deep Space Astronauts: Gravity

Challenge: 
Students are asked to design a functional exercise device that will help mitigate 

bone loss and atrophy during spaceflight. Students will use their knowledge of 

the skeletal system, osteoporosis, and the current exercise equipment on the 

International Space Station to design a new compact exercise device that is 

compatible with the spaceflight environment. Students will also create a 

hypothetical presentation for NASA.

Suggested Pacing: 90 – 180 minutes

Grade Bands: 6-8



Hazards to Deep Space Astronauts: Gravity

Teamwork: 
Everyone is a scientist and an engineer! It is important that everyone on the 

team be able to participate and contribute throughout these activities. If one 

student does all the building, the other students may be very bored during the 

building process. If one student is the leader, other students may not have a 

chance to share their ideas. Here are some possible roles that students can 

take: 



What words describe how you feel about the challenge?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



Hazards to Deep Space Astronauts: Gravity

Directions: Look at the pictures below. What type of exercise do you see?



Based on the shown exercises on the ISS, what types of exercises do astronauts need?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



Hazards to Deep Space Astronauts: Gravity

Plan

• You will have 5 minutes to sketch a design on your exercise device.

• Be sure that you explain the function of the parts of your exercise 

device.

• What kind of exercise does your device offer?

• Aerobic

• Weight training or resistance

• Combination of both aerobic and weight training



Hazards to Deep Space Astronauts: Gravity

Materials

Limit the size and 

strength 



Hazards to Deep Space Astronauts: Gravity

Use the Padlet above to share a picture of your 
Exercise device!



How much sleep are astronauts scheduled for on the ISS?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



STEMonstrations: 
Sleep



NASA Sleep Activities

https://www.nasa.gov/stem-ed-resources/right-ratio-rest-
proportional-reasoning-guide.html

https://www.nasa.gov/pdf/544715main_How_Quick.pdf



STEMonstrations: Nutrition

• Students will familiarize themselves with 

myplate.gov 



STEMonstrations: Nutrition

• Students learn how to calculate the basal 

metabolic rate for different astronauts



STEMonstrations: Nutrition

• Students will learn what daily energy needs each 

astronaut has





Stay Connected

Social Media

Find us on YouTube, 

Twitter, Facebook and 

Pinterest

NASA CONNECTS

Online community where 

NASA and educators 

collaborate

NASA Express

Our email newsletter with 

the latest updates across 

NGS

Website

Your one-stop for the latest 

activities, challenges and 

more



NASA CONNECTS Community of Practice
An online, professional learning community for educators to collaborate with each other and NASA.

Join Discussions & 

Connect With Others

Share & Discover 

New Best Practices

Learn About 

Upcoming Events

Museum & Informal 

Education Alliance

See The Latest 

Opportunities

Download Free

STEM Products

Ask Questions

& Get Answers



How to Join NASA CONNECTS 
Create a profile in NASA STEM Gateway

https://nasacentral.force.com/s/

Scan to  

apply from your 

mobile device



NASA Gateway Profile 
Your gateway for participating in NASA STEM opportunities!



NASA Gateway Registration 

Basic Information Next Steps – Please take note of the 

username and password you create as 

this will be your login information for 

NASA CONNECTS  

Application Information  

1. Personal Information – DOB, Address, Phone 

Number

2. Demographic Information (voluntary)  - Gender, 

Ethnicity, Race, Veteran Status, Disability Status

3. Citizenship – US Citizen or Non-US Citizen 

4. Education or Affiliate Organization Information 

– Application Type, Academic Institution (search or add if 

organization isn’t shown)

5. NASA Media Release Authorization  

Congratulations! You are now 

ready to Apply/Register for NASA 

opportunities. 



NASA CONNECTS 

Scan to access 

NASA CONNECTS from your 

mobile device

https://nasacentral.force.com/cop/s/  

Contact: hq-stemcop@mail.nasa.gov



Stay Connected

Social Media

Find us on YouTube, 

Twitter, Facebook and 

Pinterest

NASA CONNECTS

Online community where 

NASA and educators 

collaborate

NASA Express

Our email newsletter with 

the latest updates across 

NGS

Website

Your one-stop for the latest 

activities, challenges and 

more

Questions ?


